Introduction {#s1}
============

Functional neurological disorders (FND) refer to patients with neurological symptoms in the absence of neurological disease. These symptoms have also been labeled as "hysterical," "psychogenic," "non-organic," or "medically unexplained." FND are common in neurology wards with the levels of disability similar to epilepsy or multiple sclerosis ([@B1]). Despite the long-standing interest in FND and the growing body of neuroimaging research in the last decade, the etiology of FND remains elusive.

Several etiological models of the disorder have been proposed throughout the history with varying degree of suggested psychological function of the symptoms ([@B2]). Whereas in the original formulation of hysterical conversion by Breuer and Freud ([@B3]) and in the following psychodynamic theories of FND ([@B4], [@B5]), psychological factors, notably emotions, played a crucial role in the etiology of functional neurological disorders, cognitive and later neurobiological models emphasized other than emotional factors and framed FND as defense behaviors ([@B6], [@B7]), and attention and expectation abnormalities ([@B8]).

Some authors question the importance of emotions in the etiology of the disorder, because psychological stressors and emotional dysregulation are not always apparent in FND ([@B8]). The change in the clinical focus can be seen in the current revision of DSM-V where association of motor or sensory symptoms with psychological cause has been left out from diagnostic criteria for the disorder (as also reflected in the name change from "psychogenic" to "functional neurological disorder"; APA ([@B9]). However, recent experimental studies provide some evidence for abnormal limbic-motor interactions in FND and point to the relevance of emotions in the etiology of the disorder.

In this review, we aim to summarize evidence for the hypothesis that functional neurological symptoms are emotional expressions of distress. We build on the original idea of connection between emotions and physical symptoms formulated in *Studies on Hysteria*. In their seminal work, Breuer and Freud ([@B3]) suggest that "the excitation arising from the affective idea is 'converted\' into a somatic phenomenon" (p.206). The authors claim that FND patients have higher levels of affective (cerebral) excitation and that ideation has greater effect on nervous apparatuses of organs in FND. Following Pierre Janet, the authors of *Studies on Hysteria* also document altered bodily awareness in conversion hysteria.

To address the conversion hypothesis in a manageable way, we break it into the following four questions: (1) Is there evidence for higher sensitivity to emotional distress in FND? (2) Is there a relationship between processing of emotion and motor behavior in FND? (3) Are functional neurological symptoms modulated by social context in a similar way as emotional expressions? (4) Is bodily awareness reduced in FND?

In the review, we focus on the two most prevalent subtypes of FND: psychogenic non-epileptic seizures (PNES) and functional movement disorders (FMD). Even though there is a debate on whether these two classes of symptoms constitute separate disorders (they differ in a few respects such as age at symptom onset and comorbidities) the functional neurological symptoms commonly co-occur and unifying pathophysiology is therefore likely ([@B10]).

We aim to bring together biomedical and psychosocial perspectives on FND. While the biomedical perspective highlights abnormalities in a person\'s psychological and brain functioning, the psychosocial perspective stresses that the illness occurs in individuals with a personal history within an interactional matrix including their family, health care system, and cultural context such that the symptoms may have meaning other than as signs of underlying psychological or brain pathology ([@B11]). These two broad perspectives have already been suggested in the Freudian theory of conversion hysteria, in which repression and conversion constituted intrapsychic primary gains in alleviating internal conflict, with the external motivator of illness allowing the individual to escape from difficult social tasks providing secondary gains ([@B12]). Even though recent cognitive and brain-based models largely divert from this mechanistic theory, they continue to describe conversion symptoms as a result of intrapsychic or neural process without addressing their possible meanings or social functions. We aim to bridge these two accounts by showing that FND may have a social signaling function rooted in individual pathophysiology.

Emotion and interoception {#s2}
=========================

We use recently developed Bayesian predictive coding framework applied to emotion and interoception ([@B13]--[@B15]) to integrate and understand the research findings presented in the review. A predictive account of interoception provides neurobiologically sound theory that integrates interoceptive, motor and social aspects of emotion. This approach is highly relevant for somatic disorders with hypothesized emotional etiological factors because it places emotional and bodily information within one conception thereby escaping mind-body dualism. Moreover, this framework makes it possible to show how social factors, such as secondary gains, may influence the processing of information about one\'s body. Predictive coding perspective has been already applied to sensorimotor aspects of FND ([@B16]) and to medically unexplained symptoms generally ([@B17]). Van den Bergh ([@B17]) describe a comprehensive model of symptom perception in medically unexplained symptoms with use of interoceptive predictive coding paradigm. However, none of the Bayesian models focus on interpersonal and social contexts that may shape the intensity of the functional neurological symptoms.

The predictive coding model of brain function is a powerful neurobiological framework postulating that the brain uses its generative model of the world to make predictions about causes of sensory data ([@B18]). The predictions are constructed from previous experiences that together constitute brain\'s internal models of the world. The difference between prediction (also named prior belief or expectation) and sensory data constitutes a prediction error that is used by the brain to refine predictions. By minimizing mismatches between expectations and experience, the brain tries to maximize evidence for its models of the world. Perceptual inference describes a process in which prediction error is minimized by changing the expectation. Alternatively, the brain can change the sampling of sensory data (e.g., change of perspective by head movement) to make them fit the prediction. This process is described as an active inference in a predictive coding framework ([@B19]). Whether prediction or sensory sampling is modified depends on the relative precision of the sensory data. If the sensory information is precise, the prediction is likely to change. On the other hand, if sensory input is noisy relative to precise prediction, the brain uses action to minimize prediction error.

The predictive coding framework applied to interoception puts the homeostatic regulation and sensory consequences of the regulation, i.e. interoception, at the core of the mind and brain architecture ([@B15]). In this theory, the brain is assumed to regulate homeostasis by issuing predictions about future physiological demands, e.g., the brain predicts oxygen expenditure due to movement, and fulfills these predictions by bodily adjustments, e.g. by increasing the heart rate ([@B15]). Successful energy regulation is not possible without building a proper interoceptive model of the body that generates interoceptive predictions. Agranular visceromotor cortices, including cingulate cortex, and posterior parts of the ventromedial and orbitofrontal cortex, are hypothesized to estimate predicted body requirements based on past experience ([@B13]). Interoceptive signals, such as cardiac and respiratory signals, glucose levels, and temperature, are represented in the posterior and mid insula, which serve as the primary interoceptive cortex. The anterior insular cortex is assumed to be a central region in interoceptive pathways that both detect and cause changes of the physiological condition; is also implicated in self-awareness and the salience of exteroceptive information based on personal significance ([@B20], [@B21]).

In humans, social interaction serves in the regulation of homeostasis ([@B22]). Because of the late maturation of the human motor system, the homeostatic regulation of infants is highly dependent on the infant\'s ability to signal needs and the caregiver\'s ability to perceive these signals and react accordingly. In other words, in infants, the regulation of homeostasis is partially "outsourced" to a caregiver and is therefore an inherently interactional process. An infant\'s emotional expressions, linked to its internal state (hunger, irritation, anger, etc.) elicit behavioral responses in others, and the detection of these emotional expressions by a caregiver serves as a validation of the internal state and facilitates the proper development of interoception in an infant. Interoception develops early in childhood ([@B23]) and its development is influenced by environmental factors ([@B24]); notably, childhood abuse has been shown to alter nodes within the interoceptive network ([@B25]). Altered interoceptive processing has been associated with alexithymia ([@B26]), emotional regulation ([@B27]) and development of somatic symptoms ([@B28]), all of which are implied in FND.

Methods {#s3}
=======

Search strategy and selection criteria
--------------------------------------

We searched the databases PubMed and Web of Knowledge from 2007 to June 2018. Search terms were ("conversion disorder" OR "functional neurological disorder" OR "psychogenic") AND (emotion^\*^ OR affect^\*^). Reference lists of relevant articles were also searched. The results were assessed for inclusion using the publication title and abstract. Studies were included if they conformed to the following inclusion and exclusion criteria. Studies were included if (i) they reported on patients with functional neurological disorder described as functional, non-organic, psychogenic, hysterical, or conversion disorder; (ii) they reported data comparing cases with at least one control group; (iii) we included studies in adult as well as pediatric populations; (iv) we focused our review on experimental studies so we excluded studies that used only self-reports with exception of studies on life events where self-reporting cannot be avoided. The exclusion of self-reports is motivated by the assumption that self-reports targeting emotional processing demand certain capacity for introspection which may be diminished in the studied population of FND patients; (v) neuroimaging studies were only included if they also yielded behavioral or physiological data.

Organization of studies
-----------------------

The search yielded 622 results. We selected 34 articles which met the above inclusion criteria. A summary of selected studies is presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The studies were categorized with respect to the four questions formulated in the introduction and their findings are summarized in the following sections.

###### 

Processing of emotion in FND: a summary of studies.

  **Reference**   **Symptoms**                    **Illness duration**                      **FND (*n*)**              **Control (*n*)**                    **Stimuli**                                         **Task**                                                                   **Outcome measure**
  --------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ([@B29])        Motor FND                       2 years \<                                12                         14 healthy                           Sad and fearful Ekman faces                         Incidental affective task                                                  Reaction times, BOLD
  ([@B30])        Motor FND                       13.5 months                               12                         13 healthy                           Personal narratives                                 Event recall                                                               Reaction times, BOLD
  ([@B31])        Motor FND                       31 months                                 10                         10 healthy                           Pleasant/unpleasant IAPS pictures                   Emotional-force control task                                               Grip force, BOLD
  ([@B32])        Functional dystonia             3.5 years                                 12                         12 organic dystonia, 25 healthy      Emotional faces, IAPS                               Incidental affective task, oddball task                                    BOLD
  ([@B33])        Functional tremor               4.8 years                                 27                         16 essential tremor, 25 healthy      Emotional faces, IAPS                               Incidental affective task, oddball task                                    BOLD
  ([@B34])        Motor FND                       Unspecified                               20                         20 healthy                           Neutral/negative IAPS                               Emotion regulation task                                                    MEG
  ([@B35])        Functional weakness             12 months                                 21                         21 healthy                           Neutral/negative IAPS                               Passive watching                                                           MEG
  ([@B36])        Functional paresis              83 weeks                                  13                         19 healthy                           Sad or calm faces                                   Sensorimotor stimulation                                                   BOLD
  ([@B37])        Acute FND                       1.5 months (younger), 12 months (older)   57                         57 healthy                           Tones                                               Auditory oddball                                                           EEG
  ([@B38])        Motor FND                       Unspecified                               25                         20 healthy                           IAPS and aversive sounds                            Negative conditioning                                                      BOLD
  ([@B39])        PNES                            4 years                                   12                         12 temporal epilepsy, 24 healthy     Happy, fearful, sad, neutral faces                  Incidental affective task                                                  BOLD
  ([@B40])        Motor FND                       6.4 years                                 16                         16 healthy                           Fearful, happy and neutral faces stimuli            Incidental affective task                                                  BOLD
  ([@B41])        Motor FND                       Unspecified                               11                         11 healthy                           N/A                                                 Action selection task                                                      BOLD
  ([@B42])        Motor FND                       4.9 years                                 35                         35 healthy                           N/A                                                 CTQ, HAMD, HAMA, SCID, BDI, rsfMRI                                         BOLD, subjective rating
  ([@B43])        Motor FND                       73 months                                 16                         15 healthy                           N/A                                                 Trier social stress task                                                   Salivary cortisol and alpha amylase
  ([@B44])        PNES                            6.5 years                                 19                         20 healthy                           Backwardly masked angry, neutral, and happy faces   Masked emotional Stroop test, Trier Social Stress Test                     Color-naming latencies, HRV, cortisol
  ([@B45])        PNES                            6.5 years                                 19                         20 healthy                           Angry, happy and neutral faces                      n-back task, cold pressor task                                             Working memory performance, cortisol
  ([@B46])        PNES                            6.5 years                                 19                         17 epilepsy, 20 healthy              Angry, happy and neutral faces                      Emotional stroop task                                                      Attentional bias, cortisol
  ([@B47])        PNES                            Unspecified                               12                         20 healthy                           Angry faces                                         Approach and avoidance task, cold pressor task                             Cortisol, action tendencies
  ([@B48])        Motor FND                       1.5m (younger), 12 m (older)              57                         57 healthy                           Six facial expressions of emotion                   Emotion-identification task                                                Reaction time
  ([@B49])        Motor FND                       1.5m (younger), 12 m (older)              57                         57 healthy                           Emotional faces                                     Oddball task, the Go/No-Go task, and the facial emotion- perception task   HRV
  ([@B50])        Motor FND                       Unspecified                               25                         24 healthy                           Facial expressions of emotion                       Emotion-identification task                                                Reaction time, brain volume
  ([@B51])        PNES                            60 m                                      39                         42 healthy                           IAPS pictures                                       Valence/arousal rating                                                     SCR, SCL, subjective rating
  ([@B51])        PNES                            54 m                                      38                         43 healthy                           Angry, happy, neutral faces                         Pictorial emotional Stroop test                                            Color-naming errors, RT, attentional bias score
  ([@B52])        PNES                            Unspecified                               18                         18 PTSD-high, 18 PTSD-low            IAPS pictures                                       Valence/arousal rating                                                     Subjective rating, cardiac interbeat interval (IBI) and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA)
  ([@B53])        Motor FND                       7 years                                   16                         17 healthy                           N/A                                                 HB detection task                                                          HB accuracy
  ([@B54])        Motor FND                       37.44 m                                   12                         12 healthy                           neg, pos, neu IAPS pictures                         Modulation of the startle eyeblink reflex                                  EMG, subjective rating
  ([@B55])        PNES                            Unspecified                               22                         22 healthy                           Auditory bursts                                     Auditory startle response                                                  EMG
  ([@B56])        PNES, motor FND, fibromyalgia   Unspecified                               41                         41 organic neurological disorder     N/A                                                 CTQ, LEC, DERS, PLC-5, HADS                                                Subjective rating
  ([@B57])        Motor and sensory FND           Unspecified                               60                         39 PTSD, 40 healthy                  N/A                                                 SDQ-20, DES, PDS, MACE, TAS-26                                             Subjective rating
  ([@B58])        Motor FND                       6 years                                   64                         39 focal hand dystonia, 38 healthy   N/A                                                 CTQ, TLEQ, SRS, PBI, NEO PI-R, BAI, BDI, DES                               Subjective rating
  ([@B59])        PNES                            Unspecified                               56                         59 healthy                           N/A                                                 CTQ, DIS-Q                                                                 Subjective rating
  ([@B60])        Motor and sensory FND           Unspecified                               45                         45 healthy                           N/A                                                 CTQ, TLEQ, SRS, PBI, NEO PI-R, baI, BDI, DES                               Subjective rating
  ([@B61])        FND                             Unspecified                               34 studies with 1405 FND                                        N/A                                                 Meta-analysis                                                              N/A

### Sensitivity to distress in FND

A number of reviewed studies have provided evidence for higher autonomic sensitivity to emotional stimuli, especially threat signals in FND patients. Seignourel et al. ([@B54]) found increased startle reactions to positive and negative pictures in FND patients with no effect of depression or anxiety scores on startle modulation. Yalcin et al. ([@B55]) reported increased orienting responses in PNES patients but no difference in auditory startle reaction as compared to healthy participants. The orienting response facilitates attention to a stimulus and the response was shown to be associated with cortical processing, especialy in ventromedial prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex ([@B62]). Bakvis ([@B44]) found PNES patients to be more vigilant for social threat stimuli; this increased threat vigilance was related to self-reported trauma. Bakvis ([@B46]) also demonstrated a positive correlation between baseline cortisol levels and attentional bias scores for threat stimuli that was specific only to PNES patients and was absent in epilepsy patients and healthy subjects. PNES patients also showed increased avoidance tendencies to social threat cues ([@B47]) but other study showed that avoidance learning is impaired in heterogenous FND group ([@B38]). In a pediatric FND patients, Kozlowska et al. ([@B37]) found increased cortical arousal during an auditory oddball task and the same research group also demonstrated high autonomic arousal at baseline and in response to emotional faces in children with FND ([@B49]).

High sensitivity to threat signals and motor mobilization in FND have led several authors to hypothesize that functional neurological symptoms represent forms of human defensive behavior in response to threat ([@B31], [@B63]). However, several studies showed that increased autonomic arousal found in FND is not specific to threat signals (fear and anger faces used mostly in research studies); it has also been reported in perceptions of positive emotional displays ([@B40], [@B45], [@B51], [@B54]) suggesting a generalized state of hyperarousal in FND.

With regard to predisposing factors associated with FND, theoretical models and research have traditionally focused on traumatic events such as sexual or physical abuse ([@B64]). Dramatic presentations such as nonepileptic seizures or functional gait disorders may motivate a search for equally traumatic triggers. However, the role of trauma in the etiology of FND remains controversial. The presence of traumatic events in the patient\'s personal history was left out of the main DSM criteria for FND because it is difficult to prove a causal link between life events and symptom onset. Furthermore, some studies question the relevance of traumatic events in the etiology of the disorder because not all patients report a history of traumatic or adverse life events ([@B57], [@B58], [@B64]).

On the other hand, not all adverse events reported by patients may conform to the definition of trauma as described in the DSM and in the definitions derived from the DSM used in research studies. The DSM-5 definition of trauma requires "actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence" ([@B9]). Stressful events not involving an immediate threat to life or physical injury, such as psychosocial stressors (divorce, job loss, illness in the family) are not considered trauma by this definition ([@B65]). However, more subtle and chronic traumatization such as emotional abuse and the presence of physical or mental illness in family have been shown to have a great impact on the subsequent levels of an individual\'s psychological functioning ([@B66]).

Several reviewed studies suggest relevance of adverse interpersonal relating, such as emotional abuse and neglect in FND. Emotional abuse includes verbal abuse, constant criticism, intimidation, or manipulation over a prolonged period of time ([@B67]). Emotional neglect can be considered a subtype of emotional abuse and represents a parent\'s failure to respond enough to a child\'s emotional needs and failure to provide touch, affection, nurturance, and attention ([@B68]). One recent study showed that the frequency of emotional abuse, but not physical or sexual abuse, significantly differed between FND and healthy controls ([@B60]). Karatzias et al. ([@B56]) found that childhood physical neglect was significantly associated with FND. Another research group found emotional neglect had a stronger association with the development of FND than physical or sexual abuse ([@B61]). Specifically in PNES, Ozcetin et al. ([@B59]) found emotional abuse and emotional neglect to be significantly more frequent than in healthy controls. Kruger and Fletcher ([@B69]) showed that childhood emotional neglect by the biological parents and later emotional abuse by intimate partners predict the development of dissociative disorders. Importantly, emotional abuse has been associated with insular volume ([@B70]) and abnormal connectivity between the right TPJ and left insula ([@B42]) in FND patients. The right TPJ has been associated with body-related attentional processes and social cognition ([@B71]), and the insular cortex has been repeatedly implicated in processing interoceptive information and emotional awareness ([@B15]). Negative childhood experiences modulate the prefrontal-insular-motor cortical network ([@B72]) and cumulative adversity alters connectivity and the gray matter volume of nodes within the interoceptive network, even in healthy adults ([@B25], [@B73]). Even if subtle forms of traumatization such as emotional abuse are prevalent in the general population and may not be specific to FND, these experiences may induce significant biological changes and, thus, influence the physiological response to stress in adult life.

### Emotion-motion interactions in FND

We summarize the body of neuroimaging evidence addressing motor activation during the processing of emotional information in FND patients and further provide an explanatory framework for the reviewed evidence. Several recent studies found distinct patterns of connectivity between limbic regions and motor areas in FND. In an fMRI study, Voon et al. ([@B40]) found patients with functional motor disorders having higher functional connectivity between the amygdala and supplementary motor area (SMA) during processing of both positive and negative emotional stimuli. Similarly, in a study by Aybek et al. ([@B29]), FND patients showed higher amygdalar activity in response to fearful faces, accompanied by increased activity in the SMA and periaqueductal gray matter, than healthy controls did. In a different paradigm Aybek et al. ([@B30]) also found increased activity of the SMA and temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) during recall of emotional memory in FND patients as well as increased functional connectivity between the SMA and amygdala. Specifically in PNES patients, Szaflarski et al. ([@B39]) found altered facial emotion processing, as compared with epilepsy patients, which was associated with abnormal motor (putamen) and limbic (parahippocampal gyrus) activations. Abnormal activation in motor areas during emotional tasks was demonstrated also in functional dystonia patients who showed decreased activity in motor cortex bilaterally when compared with patients with primary organic dystonia ([@B32]).

Two recent neuroimaging studies investigated the relationship between emotional processing and motor activity directly by manipulating both motor inputs and the emotional valence of the presented stimuli. The finding of increased SMA-amygdala connectivity was replicated by Hassa et al. ([@B36]) in patients with functional paresis during passive movement of the paretic hand while patients were watching negative emotional pictures. Blakemore et al. ([@B31]) found that FND patients maintained higher force during hand-grip while exposed to negative (but not positive) emotional stimuli relative to healthy participants. The higher force production in patients was associated with activation in the cerebellar vermis, hippocampus, and posterior cingulate cortex; healthy participants engaged the medial prefrontal cortex and inferior frontal cortex, areas associated with motor control.

In a magnetoencephalography (MEG) study, Fiess et al. ([@B34]) found that motor FND patients activated areas corresponding to the sensorimotor cortex during emotion regulation but lacked the frontocortical activity seen in healthy controls. During the rapid visual presentation of emotionally salient stimuli with the use of MEG, Fiess et al. ([@B35]) found that the automatic detection of emotional salience is unchanged in patients with FND, but involves an emotion-processing network spanning the posterior and sensorimotor areas. Interestingly, a more pronounced involvement of the sensorimotor areas during emotional stimulation was found in participants with high alexithymia scores, i.e., in participants with reduced emotional awareness.

Even during action generated without emotional stimulus, Voon et al. ([@B41]) reported lower SMA and higher amygdala, anterior insula, and posterior cingulate activity in conversion motor patients relative to controls in a purely motor task. Bryant and Das ([@B74]) reported a case study of functional (conversion) mutism with abnormal connectivity between the amygdala and motor speech center that diminished after the successful treatment of the patient. In concordance with task-based studies, van der Kruijs et al. ([@B75]) reported increased functional connectivity between regions involved in emotion and self-perception (insula) and motor preparation (precentral sulcus) in a resting-state fMRI study with PNES patients. Recently, Kozlowska ([@B50]) found greater SMA gray matter volume in children with FND associated with faster reaction times in an emotion-recognition task.

The reviewed articles revealed task-based co-activations between limbic structures and motor areas, especially the SMA, in FND. The SMA is activated by a range of tasks that require motor planning ([@B76]); it has also been implicated in the processing of emotional information. Oliveri et al. ([@B77]) stimulated the SMA with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) during emotional and non-emotional visually cued movements and found increased motor readiness specifically in emotional contexts after SMA stimulation. The involvement of the SMA in emotional processing was replicated by Rodigari and Oliveri ([@B78]), who found that rTMS trains over the SMA increased skin conductance and perceived valence of emotionally negative visual stimuli. The authors concluded that the SMA could interface the limbic and motor systems in the transformation of emotional experiences into motor actions ([@B77]). Specific SMA connectivity changes have been also shown after listening to dismissive attachment narratives ([@B79]) and in affective empathy research ([@B80]).

Beyond the known subcortical-motor pathways that mediate automatic and stereotypical motor behaviors in animals and humans in reaction to threat ([@B81], [@B82]), there are several studies documenting limbic system connections to cortical motor-related areas that may mediate complex emotional behaviors. Specific amygdala-motor interactions have been implicated in generating facial expressions in monkeys ([@B83]). Similar to animal neuronal tracing studies ([@B84], [@B85]), a few studies suggest the existence of an amygdala-motor pathway in humans. Grezes et al. ([@B86]) found direct tracts between the amygdala and cortical motor-related areas including the SMA using diffusion tensor imaging on a large data sample from the Human Connectome Project. Recently, Toschi et al. ([@B87]) reported the existence of a distinct amygdala-motor functional network at rest in a large sample of healthy subjects. In humans, the amygdala and motor-related areas have consistently shown coactivation and functional connectivity during the perception of threatening emotional expressions ([@B88]). But connectivity between the amygdala and premotor areas may have a more general meaning. In a recent study, Diano et al. ([@B89]) examined patterns of activations during the observation of different classes of emotional expressions and found increased functional connectivity between the amygdala and premotor cortices across all observed classes of emotions, suggesting that observing emotional stimuli increases motor excitability and may reflect approach and avoidance preparation, motor mimicry, or emotional contagion.

Although the motor system has been thus far studied mostly apart from the limbic system, and there is a lack of evidence for a specific meaning of limbic-SMA interactions, a few reviewed studies suggested a possible role of the SMA in transforming emotional experience into motor actions. In their FND research, Voon et al. ([@B41]) proposed that in an arousing context, abnormal SMA-amygdala connectivity "may facilitate the expression of salient previously learned and mapped conversion motor representations" (s. 2402). The question remains of the context in which such a behavior is learned and motivated. Interestingly, increased resting-state amygdala-SMA connectivity has been reported in adolescents with nonsuicidal self-harm tendencies ([@B90]) which are viewed as habitual behaviors influenced by negative affect. These forms of behavior have been shown to be greatly influenced by social conditioning, i.e. by attention or by avoiding stressful social situations ([@B91]). The selection of adaptive behavioral responses in specific social contexts, such as signaling approach or avoidance may be relevant for FND.

### Social modulation of functional neurological symptoms

Two inherent features of emotional expressions are that they influence the behavior of others and are also influenced by social context ([@B92]). For example, the intensity of a smile or a pained expression is dependent on social attention and the perceived approval of others ([@B93], [@B94]). If functional neurological symptoms are shaped by social context, it may be concluded that they are similar to expressive behaviors such as emotions. However, in contrast to social modulation of pain, the experimental research of social modulation of FNS is almost non-existent in the reviewed literature and the provided evidence for social shaping of functional neurological symptoms is only indirect.

Serious "escape events" preceding FND onset ([@B95]) and increased motor activations in FND when reading "escape event" scripts reported by Aybek et al. ([@B30]) provide important evidence that the development of functional neurological symptoms may be sensitive to social context. An escape event is a situation in which signaling symptoms influence social context in favorable way. For example, a patient developing functional paralysis can prevent his partner from ending their relationship. Aybek et al. ([@B30]) showed that exposure to an escape event description is associated with distinct activations in the right SMA and the right TPJ; brain regions implicated in motor planning and self-consciousness. Similarly, Bryant and Das ([@B74]) report that functional (conversion) mutism together with abnormal amygdala-motor connectivity diminished after treatment that targeted motivational factors; in the reported case, it was a motive to remain distant from stressful work duties.

We draw another support for the social modulation of functional neurological symptoms from placebo effect and hypnotic suggestibility research in FND. Recent evolutionary accounts of animal signaling propose that symptoms of illness may have a signaling function with the goal of shaping the behaviors of conspecifics ([@B96]). In this perspective, signaling illness can elicit social support and nurturance from others and also reduce aggression and hostility ([@B97]). Illness or injury signaling has been documented in animals ([@B98]) and as a cultural phenomenon ([@B99]). Fotopoulou and Tsakiris ([@B22]) noted that the first thing children do after scraping a knee or incurring a similar mild injury is turn to the parent and await their reaction before proceeding with their own behavioral reaction. Reaction to pain has been shown to be modulated to a great extent by expected or perceived social attention and reaction ([@B94]). Behaviors similar to FND symptoms, such as abnormalities in posture, temporally uncoordinated movements, movement stereotypes, freezing behaviors, and staring expressions have been observed in children with "disorganized" attachment whose caregivers may exhibit frightening or frightened behavior, be psychologically unavailable to the child, or themselves have unresolved traumatic experiences ([@B100]). Such salient behaviors may play a twofold role in child-parent interactions. First, they heighten the likelihood of mobilizing help and treatment even in the dismissive caregiver. Second, they may represent an exaggerated appeasement display or a feigned helpless strategy ([@B101]) that functions as a means of reducing aggression from a person upon whom the child depends.

Cultural anthropology research has repeatedly documented that people use physical symptoms to communicate distress in socially acceptable ways ([@B11], [@B99]). For example, *ataques de nervios* is a phenomenon similar to PNES that is common in Latin American societies; it includes fainting, trembling, or convulsions that people use to communicate distress as a way to elicit social support ([@B102]). Generally, people with lower levels of social support and low social capital report greater levels of psychosomatic symptoms ([@B103]).

The high responsiveness to placebo and nocebo interventions common in various subtypes of FND may also be evidence of the signaling function of functional neurological symptoms. A placebo is defined as a set of behaviors suggesting a clinical benefit (such as inert substance administration and sham physical treatment) or a set of behaviors provoking symptoms in the case of nocebo ([@B104]). These medical rituals may elicit or attenuate functional neurological symptoms as appropriate reactions to offered help or attention in a way similar to how social situations elicit or repress certain behaviors. Responsiveness to symptom provocation has been documented in PNES, with a seizure provoked by a saline injection or a mere verbal suggestion ([@B105]), and in functional tremor, which can be provoked by applying a tuning fork to a limb ([@B106]). Symptom decline after placebo administration has been documented in functional movement disorders ([@B107]). Ricciardi and Edwards ([@B108]) reported immediate response to botulotoxin in functional dystonia patients even though it takes botulotoxin a few days to take action.

Higher hypnotic suggestibility reported in FND and strikingly similar neural correlates in experiments matching functional symptoms with clinical analogs created by suggestion ([@B109]) are in the same line of evidence. Hypnosis can be conceptualized as a non-deceptive placebo ([@B110])---it is a ritualized set of behaviors aiming to elicit a desired response from a hypnotized subject. A higher hypnotic suggestibility in FND patients thus indicates the propensity of patients to react in the desired direction and fulfill the expectations created by a social context.

### Body awareness in FND

Several reviewed studies provide evidence for abnormal interoceptive awareness in FND. Ricciardi et al. ([@B53]) reported decreased cardiac interoceptive accuracy in patients with motor FND; this is assumed to reflect trait awareness of interoceptive sensations. Interestingly, the same authors also showed that lower interoceptive sensitivity predicted the tendency of patients with FND to focus on external aspects of the body ([@B53]). A marked difference in subjective and objective symptom reports in FND has also been observed; FND patients tend to over-report somatic symptoms, while clinical assessment ([@B111]) or actigraphy specifically in functional tremor ([@B112]), show low symptom frequency. Similar dissociation was also found between biological and perceived stress in FND ([@B43]). In functional tremor patients, Espay et al. ([@B33]) found increased activation in paracingulate gyrus which is associated with externally oriented cognitive style, one of the alexithymia dimensions ([@B113]). In two recent meta-analyses, Perez et al. ([@B114]) and Boeckle et al. ([@B115]) summarized consistent patterns of abnormal activations in the ACC and insula in motor FND patients, i.e., in two principal brain regions within the interoceptive network. Cingulo-insular structural alteration has been reported in female FND patients ([@B70]). Specifically, reduced left insular volume was shown to be correlated with subjective symptom severity in FND ([@B70]).

Synthesis and discussion of the findings
----------------------------------------

The present review sought to summarize support for the hypothesis that functional neurological symptoms are emotional expressions of distress. We derived our hypothesis from the conception of conversion hysteria postulated by Freud and Breuer ([@B116]) and selected four areas of interest we now discuss further.

Affective excitation in FND
---------------------------

The reviewed experimental research studies provide evidence for higher levels of affective excitation in FND postulated by Breuer and Freud ([@B3]). Such excitation seems to be generalized for various emotions and it was shown to be present on the level of cortical and autonomic arousal. Moreover, there is also growing body of evidence supporting presence of impaired child-caregiver bonds in FND such as emotional abuse or neglect. Taken together, we propose that due to adverse family environment, FND patients may fail to learn self-regulation strategies when faced with arousing stimuli. The notion that child-caregiver bonds facilitate development of the brain\'s major self-regulatory mechanisms has considerable empirical support ([@B117]). The ability to regulate arousal in infants has been associated with the quality of caregiving they receive ([@B118]) and children with poorer quality maternal-child relationships display poorer vagal regulation and lower heart rate acceleration ([@B119]). The impaired arousal regulation in FND thus may be partially caused by impaired close social bonds (such as emotional neglect) and not necessarily by repeated exposure to threat.

From the developmental point of view, emotional abuse and neglect, evidenced in FND by several studies, is potentially harmful also for the proper development of interoceptive brain networks. Lack of attunement between child and dismissive caregiver may cause models of internal bodily processes to be inefficient in predicting sensory inputs. Interoceptive signals then become imprecise and orient child more to external aspect of the body in the state of higher arousal. Later on, when primed by experience with illness or injury, the higher precision of exteroceptive inputs relative to interoceptive inputs may lead to symptom onset as falsely inferred cause of emotional distress.

Processing of emotion and motor behavior in FND
-----------------------------------------------

The finding of abnormal limbic-motor interactions in a reaction to emotional stimuli seems to be consistent in the reviewed literature. However, there is a debate about the meaning of the limbic-motor interactions among researchers. Two main hypotheses for the finding have been suggested in the reviewed literature: (i) defense mechanism akin to freezing behavior in animals ([@B30], [@B31]), and (ii) previously learned motor conversion representation (Voon). We shortly discuss the proposed explanatory frameworks respectively.

Blakemore et al. ([@B31]) interpret their finding of higher grip force in reaction to negative stimuli in FND as giving evidence for similarity between animal defense mechanisms and functional neurological symptoms---similarity already postulated by Kretchmer and Nijenhuis. However, clinical evidence shows that functional neurological symptoms are oftentimes pronounced in the presence of another person in the context of receiving help and attention, e.g., in the context of medical care that is not necessarily threatening. Moreover, defensive behaviors are highly stereotyped reactions ([@B120]), on the other hand conversion motor symptoms vary greatly among patients spanning convulsions, paralysis, dystonias, gait and speech abnormalities, and other motor impairments so symptoms do not always appear to have analogs in defense behaviors. Individuals with a history of adverse life events, which is a common factor in many psychopathologies, show pronounced freeze reactions ([@B121]). Increased motor mobilization and autonomic sensitivity to emotional stimuli may therefore represent a common feature in multiple psychiatric disorders. Kozlowska ([@B122]) proposed that an impaired prefrontal cortex function due to prolonged exposure to stress may lead to impaired motor-executive functions and strengthened affect-driven motor reactions. This can be the case especially in PNES patients whose convulsions are precipitated by a higher state of arousal and followed by a parasympathetic state, suggesting a role of abnormal movement in the regulation of accumulated arousal ([@B123]). Future FND studies should include patients with anxiety, depression and other psychiatric disorders as control groups to disentangle general motor mobilization and autonomic sensitivity from limbic-motor interactions specific to FND.

Voon et al. ([@B41]) propose that functional neurological symptoms represent a pattern of movement established perhaps by a previous triggering event. This proposal is based on the observation that physical precipitating factors such as injury or illness are often present at symptom onset. Such an event may provide an explanation for bodily noise caused by chronically increased arousal (e.g., muscle tension, trembling, etc.) and gradually develop into an illness prior belief. Voon et al. ([@B41]) suggest that in the arousing situation, amygdala-SMA complex is aberrantly engaged and may facilitate expression of previously learned conversion motor representations. According to Edward et al. ([@B16]), abnormal self-directed attention may increase precision of the conversion representation and may cause movement or percepts in keeping with this prior belief. Although this theoretical account explains several clinical features of FND, the postulated association between symptoms and limbic-motor activations are only indirect because most of the reviewed studies focused either on motor or emotional variables. Moreover, to our knowledge, there is no research that would examine association between illness beliefs and limbic-motor interactions in FND.

We can only suggest that the proposed explanatory models for the FND are not mutually exclusive and further speculate that the symptoms serve as protective mechanisms patients use to cope with arousing situations (e.g., avoidance tendencies) and these mechanisms are shaped by previous experience with illness or injury. We also propose that the onset of functional neurological symptoms may be motivated by perceived or expected social reactions (e.g., avoiding unpleasant tasks, obtaining care and attention, lowering demands, more control over difficult situation etc.).

Social modulation of functional neurological symptoms
-----------------------------------------------------

In our review, we identified only two studies that indirectly examined social modulation of functional neurological symptoms. However, there is (mostly clinical) evidence for the influence of suggestion and placebo on the intensity of functional neurological symptoms. Functional neurological symptoms seem to be sensitive to motivational factors that a patient receive from his immediate environment. As illness or injury is embedded in social system (family, healthcare), illness behavior may be shaped by behavior of others. In childhood, abnormal behaviors similar to the symptoms of a disease may be one of the limited ways how to elicit nurturance in a psychologically absent caregiver. Bowlby ([@B124]) suggested that the attachment relationship generates internal working models of self with other through repeated iterations that come to act as templates on which further relationships are build. In the terms of predictive coding account, prior experience with others\' reactions to illness influences subsequent predictions of social outcome related to illness. Anticipated or offered help provided to patients by caregivers may evoke previously learned mental models of social relating---if a patient is inclined by prior experiences to expect potential help from others only during bodily threat (during illness, disease), the patient may experience and react to body-related prediction errors differently than when others\' support is available. We therefore hypothesize that the emergence of symptoms may be motivated by their predicted social outcome. In 1986, Taylor proposed that hysteria is inseparable from medical care where it gains its validity by repeated examinations and attention from medical professionals ([@B125]). Repeated medical examinations may also increase the precision of prior illness beliefs by nocebo conditioning, consequently affecting active inferential processes and ultimately facilitating the development of symptoms.

Body awareness in FND
---------------------

Several reviewed studies showed evidence for impaired interoceptive awareness in FND. Edwards et al. ([@B16]) has already postulated abnormal body-centered attention as a potential mechanism behind functional neurological symptoms. Although we are sympathetic to this Bayesian framework, the authors focus mainly on sensorimotor system in FND without addressing emergent evidence of impaired interoceptive awareness in FND. The presented research findings suggest abnormal bodily perception in FND in a way that external aspects of the body are given more weight than internal inputs. If interoceptive signals are viewed as highly ambiguous prediction errors, they are more prone to misinterpretations when integrated with more precise external inputs. The ventriloquist effect is an example of the Bayesian integration of two sensory inputs, where an auditory input is bound to a visual input, such that they appear, falsely, to co-occur spatiotemporally ([@B126]). The precision of each input is estimated and weighted relative to the other; imprecise auditory input is given less weight than a more precise visual input. Their co-location is determined accordingly, forming the illusion of a sound located in the mouth of a puppet. In an analogy to the ventriloquist effect, ambiguous interoceptive signals (visceral discomfort) are weighted less than precise tactile signals (hand sweating, dry mouth), proprioceptive sensations, and visual (body trembling) information, causing a state of anxiety to be misinterpreted as a bodily symptom instead of a complex emotion. This effect can be pronounced, especially in the context in which prior expectation is primed by preceding experience with unrelated illness or injury. The weight of exteroceptive inputs relative to interoceptive signals may also be amplified by abnormal attentional resources directed toward external aspects of the body commonly observed in FND patients ([@B8]). Functional neurological symptoms then arise as a falsely inferred cause of emotional distress resulting from the Bayesian integration of imprecise interoceptive information with relatively precise exteroceptive information. These symptoms may become new forms of emotional reactions in stressful situations and also subjects of reinforcement by actual social contexts or predicted social outcomes as described above.

Conclusion and future directions {#s4}
================================

In the review, we showed that emotional processing is an important factor in the etiology of FND. Taken together, we conclude that limbic-motor interactions evidenced in FND may reflect learned emotional behaviors of an individual with low interoceptive (and emotional) awareness and we interpret functional neurological symptoms as forms of complex affective reactions to stress similar to emotional expressions. Future studies should focused on examining brain activations in FND patients in response to stimuli relevant for the disorder, such as attachment narratives or autobiographical information. Moreover, exploring an effect of social context on the intensity of functional neurological symptoms could provide new information about the function of the symptoms.
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